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Build-up to RRCC housing slow
The first two phases of
RRCC's Housing Study,
funded and implemented by
the Students' Association, have
been completed, said Glenn
Stewart, SA Business Manager.
This aspect of the project
outlines the demand for on and
off campus student housing
and analyzes data on the Winnipeg housing market.
Glenn Stewart and Bruce
Hamilton, SA President, met
with College Director Les
Talbot and administration
representatives to discuss the
housing survey. They jointly
opted for holding back submission of the study to the
Central Mortagage and Hou-

tenders, we decided on architect Alec Katz for the housing
project," Stewart said. The
third part of the study will
include a sample module of
a n on-campus apartment unit
designed by Katz. Because students generally fall into the
low-income bracket and are
only able to spend SO - S150
on housing, the module will
be created accordingly.
"Given the sample design
of an individual apartment,
the company conducting the
survey, Goldberg and Associates, can then supply us with
cost estimates for an entire
housing unit," he added.
Stewart has sent letters

ing, Corporation until results
from.all phases of the study have
been compiled.
"Our primary concern however, is to acquire land for the
prospective housing complex,"
said Stewart . "So first we must
present the study to Harry
Enns, Minister of the Department of Public Works, which
takes time, but is necessary."
He feels the study will also
"carry more weight" with Public
Works once it is completed.
The third and final phase,
which is expected to be ready
be the end of November, focuses
on the feasibility of on-campus
housing.
"After sending out seven
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to Premier Lyon, Keith Cosens
(Provincial Minister of Education), Frank Johnston (Minister without port folio
responsible for the Manitoba
Housing and Renewal Corporation) and Ottawa M.P.
John Wise member of the
Caucus Commit tee on
Youth). The letters detail
RRCC's present housing situation.
these letters
"Hopefully
will speed up the process, Stewart said. "And they'll amplify
our seriousness and intention
to succeed."

MEDITATION
MANITOBA BUDDHIST SOCIETY CORDIALLY WELCOMES
YOU TO "OUR ZEN
(INWARD MEDITATION) CLASSES AT
9:00 AM TO 12:00
NOON. AT 344
CUMBERLAND AV.
(2nd FLOOR) FOR
INFO.
CALL
944-0261
943-4902
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Save

$00

$1.00 at
Winnipeg's newest and
most unique restaurant. For
lunch or dinner choose from
Burger 'n Works, Quiches, an Omelet or a complete Dinner.
-Clip and save! — - _ _

__

LIMIT OF 1 COUPON PER VISIT
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SAVE
$1.00
This coupon entitles the bearer to
$1.00 discount off the regular
price of any food item at

G. WILLAKER'S
175 CARLTON STREET
944.8297
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Family Law

Coalition Protests P.C.'s Delay
by Dana Waite
Kathy Michalchuk
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Attention Metis &
Non-status
Indian
Are you aware that you may apply for financial assistance
from the Manitoba Metis Federation? To be eligible you must:
-be Metis or a non-status Indian
-be enrolled at a provincial university or community college
-have a Social Insurance Number
If you meet all the requirements you may obtain an application form from any of the following:
. Manitoba Metis Federation
Brandon Regional Office
463 8th Street
Brandon, Manitoba
R7A 3X6
ph. 727 - 0759
Manitoba Metis Federation
The Pas Regional Office
330 Ross Avenue
The Pas, Manitoba
R9A OH4
Ph. 623 - 5701
Manitoba Metis Federation
300-275 Portage Avenue
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3B 2B3
Ph. 956 - 2070
The application deadline is December 1,1977 and application
forms should be sent to the Winnipeg address.

The Coalition on Family
Law has demanded that the new
Conservative government respect
the proclamation dates for the
new family laws. ,
The Family Maintenance
Act, proclaimed Monday, Nov.
14, and the Marital Property Act
to be proclaimed Jan. 1, are
being reviewed by lawyers Rudy
Anderson, Ken Houston and
Myrna Bowman. They were
appointed by Attorney-General
Gerry Mercier to recommend
changes to the government after
the government made it clear
it is unhappy with the present
wording of the acts.
The Coalition's concern is
that the government, with its appointment of the review committee, will alter the underlying
principles of equality in the new
laws, said Coalition representain an intertive Ruth Brown
view Nov. 15.
The Coalition
plans to- demonstrate against the
government's decision at the
opening of the Legislature, Nov.
24.
Janet Paksten, a member of
the Coalition said one page of
the. PC government hansard
shows Lyon is violently rejecting the principle 50-50 sharing
particularly where the wives of
the rich businessmen are concerned. It indicates he questions why these women should
get 50 per cent as the middle or
lower income housewife who
has done a lot of hard housework.
The principle of asking for
50-50 sharing, said Ms. Paksten,
is that the woman has shared a
man's life, his ups and downs
and at the time he asked her to
marry him, he intended a partnership of the most intimate
kind. He cannot deny that patnership because it will cost him
money now.
"Whether the couple is rich
or poor has nothing to do with
it," she said. "This principle
should apply to all marriages."
That women will be given
an equal stance in marriage is
the underlying principle of the
Marital Property Act, said Ms.
Browne. If the marriage breaks

down, the assets of the marriage
will be shared equally between
the two spouses.
The Family Maintenance
Act will be based on need, she
said. The factors considered will
be financial status of both spouses, the number of children and
the length of the marriage.
"The emphasis we're placing
on it is that fault has been removed," said Ms. Browne.
"When it was included, the
spouse who was determined the
guilty party in the marriage
breakup, was much less likely to
get adequate maintenance."
The new family law legislation, passed in the last Legis-

s.

Parking Headaches
Find No Relief
One small hope to relieve
the overcrowded parking situation in RRCC scramble lots has
disappeared.
Jim Semeschuk, former
RRCC Security Supervisor said
an area north of the college now
under construction for a retaining wall had been considered for
a new scramble lot providing
space for about 100 cars.
Semeschuk said the Department of Public Works (DPW)
had agreed to designate this area
as a parking lot if the chief engineer of the construction project
gave approval that the retaining
wall could withstand pressure of
the extra weight.
According to Ray Newman,
Administrative.Services Supervisor in charge of student parking,
the (DPW) requires that due to
the condition of the soil in that
area, 30 to 36 inches would
have to be excavated and refilled
with a 6 inch crust of rock, a job
costing approximately $40,000.
Mr. Newman said the
amount just isn't in the budget
for this year.
For the past two years the
provincial government has turned down a recommendation for
$90,000 to improve parking con-

Looters Stalk Corridors
Recently there has been a
rash of thefts from lockers on
RRCC campus. Jim Semeschuk,
former Security Supervisor said
the thefts were reported to police and resulted in many stolen
items being recovered.
Unfortunately a large number of articles could not be returned to students because owners were unable to properly
identify their property.
All equipment such as calculators, drafting supplies and wel-

lature session, was the result of
investigation by the Law Reform
Commission of Manitoba and
numerous public hearings, said
Ms. Paksten. The Coalition is
concerned that now the laws will
be rewritten behind closed doors
by a team of three lawyers.
"Women would like to see
the acts go through the courtroom first, as is usually done,"
she- said.
The Coalition has agreed
that if constructive amendments
are necessary, after the acts have
been tested in court, then they
hope the government would appoint an objective consultant to
perform the task.

ding tools, should be engraved
with the student's social security number or other identifying
mark or the serial number
should be recorded and kept on
hand by the student.
In the case of text books,
names should be written on
several pages. Semeschuk said it
is nearly impossible to recover or
return stolen property to owners
if some precautions aren't taken
by students.

ditions and to extend the lots.
Mr. Newman said another
amount will be presented in the
budget proposal for 1978-79.

Old Man Winter dropped a supreme load on Winnipeg last
weekend, but we thought we'd let you see how nice it was before
the deluge. Too much is too much!

St. Boniface Threatens
Withdrawal from NUS
Winnipeg (CUP) - The student
association at le College de St.
Boniface may withdraw from
the National Union of Students
(NUS) because of the lack of
francophone presence within the
union.
At a recent meeting, the
association's executive passed a
motion calling for a referendum
to consider withdrawal from
NUS.
The executive decided to
postpone the referendum until
February to allow association
president Michelle Smith to contact other francophone campuses within NUS.
According to NUS fieldworker Bruce Wood, the association was angry that a motion
to ensure at least one francophone on the NUS central committee failed by one vote at
the last NUS conference.
Wood said neither St. Boniface (the mover of the motion)
nor Glendon College (the seconder) attended the plenary. If
they had been present, the motion would have passed , he
said.
Wood said the association
was pushing for a stronger francophone representation within
NUS. Currently francophone
institutions formed caucus within
NUS.
These caucuses meet to discuss special problems at conferences but do not have any special powers beyond recommending motions to plenaries.
According to Smith, attitudes within NUS will have to
change if St. Boniface is to remain a member of the organiza-

tion. NUS's bilingual policies
are practically non-existent, she
said. • Francophones feel lost in
a sea of anglophones, said Smith.

Smith said she would be talking to other francophone campuses within NUS to discover
whether they shared these concerns.

More RCMP Dirty Work?
Recent allegations of illegal RCMP activities and their involvement in the 1974 firing of three Flyer Industries employees has
prompted a petition demanding an end to RCMP harrassment and
the release of files kept on leftist organizations, trade unions and
individuals.
The petition, initiated by the Revolutionary Workers League
(RWL) and jointly endorsed by the Winnipeg Citizens Movement
was announced during a press conference in Winnipeg last .
Wednesday.
RWL spokesman, Barry Weisleder recounting events of the
flyer incident said the 1974 president of Flyer Industries,
Siegfried Maurmann admitted then later denied that management
allowed RCMP to examine a list of employees asking them to
provide management with information on who were political dissidents.
There had been a growing tension between management and
employees and in April the union was discussing the possibility of
a wildcat strike.
The strike never occurred and according to Weisleder, it was
shortly after three employees were fired. Two were members of
political organizations and one an executive member of the union
local.
Weisleder said this brought to the public's attention the
RCMP were keeping files on individuals.
"This raises the questions, how the RCMP obtains information and how is it used? We're demanding access to those files,"
said Weisleder. "Also, we're throwing out a challenge to the labor
movement and all democratic and Socialist organizations to
demand the release of these files."
Among those who have already signed the petition are Manitoba Federation of Labor president Nels Thibault, Nick Turnette
chairman of the Winnipeg Citizens Movement, provincial NDP
candidates Muriel Smith and Ruth Pear, Winnipeg lawyers Laurie
Cherniak and Roland Penner, Canadian Dimension magazine
editor Cy Gonick, and Walter Davis, president of Local 2034 of
the Canadian Union of Public Employees.
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tructor rank, 35.8 percent were
females. 70.6 percent of the
male faculty held doctorates,
while 40.7 percent of females
had that degree.
Commenting on these figures, the report said, "The ten-

Sex Discrimination on
Calgary Campus
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Money For X-Mas and
Crippled Children
NOON till MIDNIGHT
$ 300 PRIZE MONEY
1st PRIZE $ 200
2nd PRIZE $ 100

WOMEN PLUMBERS?
WOMEN . CA R PE NTE RS?
WOMEN AUTO MECHANICS?
THEY ALL EXIST.

12 HOUR DANCE MARATHON

-$3 ENTRY FEE PER COUPLE
- EACH COUPLE MUST GET A MINIMUM OF 25 PLEDGES
(SO MUCH PER HOUR) MINIMUM OF SCTS. per hour WHICH
WILL BE DONATED TO THE CAMP CAPITAL FUND OF THE
SOCIETY FOR CRIPPLED CHILDREN & ADULTS OF MANITOBA. CONTESTANTS ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR COLLECTING PLEDGES.

TO FIND OUT HOW YOU CAN JOIN OTHER WOMEN IN
THESE OCCUPATIONS, PLAN TO ATTEND THE "WOMEN IN
TRADES" SEMINAR SPONSORED BY THE MANITOBA AC-

- FOOD FOR CONTESTANT PROVIDED.
- 10 MINUTE BREAKS EACH HOUR FOR CONTESTANTS
- REPLAYS & PENALTY POINTS WILL BE USED.
DEADLINE FOR MARATHON CONTESTANT ENTRIES
DEC. 8TH.
DON'T MISS THE DANCE MARATHON SOCIAL OR PUB ON
DEC. 16TH.
Mar

TION COMMITTEE ON THE STATUS OF WOMEN.
THE SEMINAR WILL BE HELD AT 8 P.M., THURSDAY,
NOVEMBER 24th IN THE CAFETERIA OF THE Y.W.C.A.,

THE ACTION COMMITTEE AT 774-2985.

- DECEMBER 6,7, & 8, 1977

daily
GREAT FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS
TO RESERVE EXHIBIT AREAS CALL 632-2370 or drop by
S.A. Office

`79 Winter Games Medal
Design Contest
For all those aspiring young designers among us at Red River,
here's your chance to show your stuff and possibly pick up some
cash at the same time.
A contest is being held for the best design for medals to be
awarded to winners of each event during the '79 Winter Games
Brandon, Manitoba. The contest is open to any Manitoba individual, group, or organization.
The winning design will bring a $500 award to the person or
group who submits the entry.
Deadline for entries is January 1, 1978. Rules for the cornpetition can be obtained from the Projector office or writing the
Canada Winter Games Office at Box 1979, 410-9th st., Brandon,
Manitoba.

FALL AWARDS DAY
Graduates ' of the Winnipeg Adult Education Centre are
invited to attend the Fall Awards Day on Friday, Dec. 2 at
10:30 am in the student lounge, 310 VaughanSt.
This occasion should be of particular interest to recent grads
since most outstanding students of the past year will be honored
with Major awards.
Refreshments will follow providing an opportunity to meet
with former classmates and teachers.
Please, do plan to attend.
We look forward to seeing you.

by Catherine Hamilton
He added that a given stuCivil Technology students
dent can obtain no more than
of high academic standing receione scholarship.
ved scholarships on Tuesday,
November 8 in the Assiniboia
By way of a staff meeting,
Inn.
the instructors decide who will
Scholarships are donated by
receive an award based on their
various consulting engineering
companies and by the Associagrades.
The scholarships, varying in
tion of Manitoba Land Surveyamount, were received by the foing.
llowing Civil Technology students: Elaine A. Legare, Larry
"There are 17 scholarships
E. Cowan, William N. Slota,
in total," said Glenn Hermanson,
Ronald R. Declercq, Bruno Maricivil technology deparment
nelli, Jeff A. Dibley, William B.
head. "One of them is received
Anderson, Kwok Chu K. Lee,
at graduation by a student who
Kenneth Klassen, Gary M. Kohas completed two years of the
hut, Edmond J. Sharp, Michel
course, while the others are alloA. Nutlet and Donald Maksymtted to students entering their
chuk.
second year."

were in a position to advance in
responsibility and pay, naturally
and reasonably and not necessarily at the expense of lesser qualified, lower ranking females".
At last Thursday's CFC
meeting Dr. S. Rowlands, head
of medical biophysics, cautioned
against a "wizard hunt" for discrimination by sex in the U. of
C. faculty. He moved that part
1 of the Blair report be tabled
until parts II • and III on students and support staff come before GFC.

ACCC Conference
by Virginia Steeds
Although the conference
One of the "really good"
was directed mainly at adminisaspects of the recent Association
tration and instructors, there
of Canadian Community Collewere some student workshops.
ges (ACCC) conference, was the
One of these workshops conchance to meet students from
cerned student associations.
community colleges across CanaAccording to RRCC presida, said SA Business Manager
Glenn Stewart.
dent Bruce Hamilton, the RRCC
The ACCC is a national nonstudents' association compares
favorably with student associaprofit voluntary association of
non-degree granting institutions
tions across Canada. He said the
interested in the growth; deveSA is able to work with adminislopment and potential of comtration, and has few of the promunity colleges. The purpose
blems faced by other student
of this year's conference, held
associations. Compared to other
colleges, RRCC student fees are
Nov. 5 - 8 sponsored by Grant
MacEwan Community College
in the low to medium price
in Edmonton, was to discuss
range.
The ACCC, which repreways of evaluating community
sents 200,000 Canadian stucollege programs throughout
dents, now supports the need for
Canada.

day care the overriding issue. Its

report states, "Effective implementation of this recommendation (extended day care) is a
necessary condition of the successful implementation of many
of the other recommendations in
part 1 of the report".
A flexibe day care program
was called an essential aid to
female faculty seeking full participation in university affairs.
A survey conducted by the
Association of Universities and
Colleges in Canada in 1976 noted that some institutions have
taken steps to equalize female
and male faculty.
UBC set up a contingency
fund of 100,000 dollars to correct salary inequities. The US
versity of Toronto paid salary
adjustments totalling 79,851
dollars, and the University of
Western Ontario hired a female
liaison officer to encourage women students pursuing honours
programs.
The Blair report, following
the lead of these and other
Canadian universities, recommends similar programs for U. of
C.
government funded housing for
RRCC students.
Both Hamilton and Stewart
are convinced of the value of the
annual conference. They think
it's an excellent learning experience for all involved. But Hamilton is hopeful that the date
of the conference next year can
be changed to May. In his opinion "this would be an excellent
time for a rookie executive to
learn the ropes of student government so he or she can function more effectively as soon as
office is taken."

447 WEBB PLACE. FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL

Compare Notes

CRAFT BAZAAR Can Labour Tame the Lyon?
9:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.

faculty, students, and support
staff - the Blair report found evidence of sex discrimination at
the U. of C. Statistics on faculty show salary and rank disparities.
In 1975-76, female academics were paid an average of
5,082 dollars less than males.
Although females accounted for
12 percent of the academic staff,
only 4.4 percent of the full professors were females. At the ins-

Civil Tech Awards

2nd ANNUAL CHARITY DANCE
MARATHON

FRI. DEC. 16th

Is there sexual discrimination at the U. of C.? It does
exist, according to a comprehensive study ,on the status of women conducted at the U. of C.
and other universities.
The Blair report on the status of women is presently before
the General Faculties Council.
GFC is considering measures to
ensure equality of the sexes at
the U. of C.
Divided into three parts --

dency was to recruit males, particularly at senior ranks: they

In a close vote, Dr. Rowland's motion was carried.
Recommendations of the
first part of the report include:
- establishment of a standing committee on equal opportunity
of GFC to continue the work of
the Blair committee.
- more flexible work patterns
to permit women to combine
family life with an academic career.
- correction of any salary inequities.
- support of women's studies and
provision of a liaison officer to
develop an integrated interdisciplinary program.
- extension of day care facilities.
- introduction of a 3-month paid
maternity leave.
The GFC ad hoc committee on implementation of part 1
of the Blair report considered

A DISCUSSION WITH:
DAVE HARDY

BARRY WEISLEDER

N DP PROVINCIAL TREASURER
G RIFFIN DEFENDANT

PAST MEMBER' ONTARIO NDP
PROVINCIAL EXEC.
PAST PRESIDENT ONTARIO
NDY
CENTRAL COMMITTEE MEMB ER,
•.
REVOLUTIONARY WORKERS
L EAGUE

RUTH PEAR.
NDPCANDIDATE FORT
G ARRY

PAUL STEVENSON
POLITICAL SOCIOLOGIST
PAST PRESIDENT' MANITOBA
N DY

What you want is better sound.. But, not the
expense of replacing your entire system.
MXR has a way ... with the Compander which
can double the dynamic range of most open reel and
cassette tape decks. The MXR Compander
increases the overall fidelity of your music system
while reducing noise.

Fri. Nov. 25. 8 pm . L112 U of W
582 - 1580

CHILD CARE

The Compander from Advance compresses the
dynamic range of the signal going onto the tape and
expands it upon playback at a two to one ratio.

Child Abuse
the Battered Children
NOVEMBER 28 - DECEMBER 1st

Last year in New York City alone, 22,000 helpless children were
either hurled through windows, branded, starved or otherwise
abused; and at least 200 were beaten into the obiturary columns.
In candid interviews with parents who have allegedly abused their
children, as well as with psychiatrists, clergymen, social workers
and the victims themselves, the program traces the social
epidemic that has become the leading cause of infant death in the
United States (1 hour).
Nov 28 - Green & Gold
Nov 29 - "J" Bldg Lunchroom
Nov 30 - Tower Lounge
Dec 1 - Tower Lounge

Italian Student Youth Association
The Italian Student Youth Association, a group of young
Italians with three basic purposes: to meet with other people of
Italian descent, to familiarize themselves with the Italian culture
and language and attempt to assist the Italian community in any
way possible, has completed its first anniversary.
Anyone interested in joining this organization please contact
Reno at 257-1010 or Vivian at 668-7494 in the evenings.

The Compander's companion the MXR Stereo
Graphic Equalizer is designed to provide precise
compensation for aural discrepancy that may be
caused by room acoustics, speaker inadequacies or
program source. With the Equalizer you can tailor
your sound to your own tastes.

VIDEO
'77

Listen to your system without the MXR Compander and the Equalizer . . . then with them .. .
compare notes ... you'll hear the beautiful
difference MXR can make to your music.

NOVEMBER 21st-24th
Ace Capades/Comedy
plus
TV MADNESS -

The flubs
and old commercials, the
great and not so great talents - past and present from the wonderful world of
television (40 minutes)
Nov 21 - Green and Gold
Nov 22 - "J" Bldg
Lunchroom
Nov 23 - Tower Lounge
Nov 24 - Green and Gold

MXR

Consumer
Products Group

-Advance
1300 Portage Ave. Ph. 786-6541

The professionals who give you more.

31".41ta ■ I'V tl .teda..
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Editorial •
There has been a lot of talk
recently concerning human
rights, especially in the United
States. Yet in our so-called liberated society animosity and discrimination continues to fluorish
against those members of society
whose sexual preferences are for
people of the same sex.
The key element in any
sincere relationship is love for
another human being. It is indeed a pitiful reflection on the
justice of our society when fellow human beings are punished
for loving. It is indeed frightening to think that our society is
so repressed, so prejudiced, so
insecure about it's own sexually,
that we can disregard institutions and governments which deny a man or woman a position
on the basis of his or her sexual
preference.
As heterosexuals we would
be insulted, would consider it
both an invasion of our privacy
and an impingement on our human and civil rights if an employer were to fire us on the basis
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of his or her own sexual bias.
Yet few of us question the right
of an employer to discharge an
employee on the grounds that he
or she is "abnormal", or a threat
to morale because he or she is
homosexual.
How can we intelligently
believe that it is morally permissable to discriminate against persons because their sexuality is
different from our own.
We are indignant when we
recall the inhumane treatment of
the Jews by the Nazis. We are
angered when we read of the
brutality of the white South Africans toward the -blacks, yet we
continue to ignore the rampant
witch hunt of homosexuals here
in our own country.
Human rights, equality and
justice for all, does not exist in
our own corner of the world.
Does equality and justice restrict itself to equality and justice for heterosexuals only? Are
homosexuals no longer considered part of the human race? Are
we naive enough to believe that

MAIL BOX
Dear Projector
I am writing this letter from a rather special position. Firstly, as a former Red River community college student and student
association executive member and secondly, as the Ontario Fieldworker and lobbyist for the National Union of Students (NUS).
My background, hopefully, provides me with an insight into
the topic I propose to _address. That subject being; RRCC's refusal to seriously investigate the NUS and the S.A.'s continuing
recalcitrance towards outside campus alignments.
I plead guilty as a partner to this conspiracy of apathy, if only through my ignorance while a member of the studnet association.
The S.A. has always adequately, if not excellently, .administered the finances and student activities. However, it has not and
cannot properly represent the student body on a number of
issues.
The issues include the student aid problem, the difficulties
facing VISA students, the barriers women students must overcome and the very serious unemployment problem for full time
and graduate students. Included in this list are student housing
shortages, student rights and coherent student press policies.
Does the student body at Red River seriously expect its six
member executive to adequately work for them on these problems? Does the S.A. sincerely believethey adequately satisfy and
answer to both questions is NO.
From personal experience 1 can say that the student association is almost solely occupied with the day to day operation of
internal student affairs. The members of the executive are over
worked employee-students who often sacrifice a years schooling serving the student body. Why. then, this continuous refusal
to seriously examine the National Union of Students?
The National Union of Students is an organization of some
forty campuses across Canada, excluding Quebec, which includes
both universities and community colleges. Although each of
these campuses is very different from the other and have very
individual problems they all share common difficulties.
As individual entities they are often ignored by governments
and administrations and do not possess the resources or the
support to insure a fair hearing for their students.
As members of the National Union of Students they are
many times stronger and their voices must be listened to. They
share knowledge and expertise with other member associations
and participate directly in the formation of NUS policies.
I don't preach the infallibility of NUS for •we are young and
we have and will make mistakes. But, we are being listened to
and we are affecting changes for the betterment of all students.
Red River community college needs the National Union of students and we need you.
We need your knowledge and wealth of experience on
various issues, we need your active participation in our policy decisions, we need your criticisms and support.
The procedure for the National Union of Students to begin
working for your campus is by a referendum of the student body.
I suggest the Student Association of Red River Community
College begin active investigation into joining the National Union
of Students.
Sincerely,
Bruce Wood
NUS Ontario fieldworker
.

only heterosexuals are capable
of holding down a responsible
job? Are we that lacking in understanding and knowledge that
we can believe that heterosexuals are better people, that
they alone possess some enlightened lease on life?
There is no excuse for ignorance; we do not endure it
with respect to racial intolerance, yet we continue to perpetuate a blatant ignorance of
our own sexuality and the sexuality of others.
We shy away from a serious,
discussion of our feelings; we
snicker and crack inane jokes
whenever the topic of homosexuality is raised. If we continue to be ignorant and insecure
in our own sexuality as heterosexuals, we can never come to
understand nor learn to accept
the sexuality of homosexuals as
part of the borad and complex
sphere of human sexual differences.
We must, as rational human
beings, work towards a greater
understanding of human sexuality.
We must take the time to
listen to people like Sergeant
Leonard Matlovich, to become
aware of the struggle which eveDear Projector
Manitoba has been bothered
in recent years, by the spoiled
child of student bureaucracy,
namely the National Union of
Students (N.U.S.).
During my term of office
I have watched NUS badger U.
of M. and R.R.C.C. for membership. When we refuse our many
golden opportunities N.U.S.
tends to hold it's breath and
lock itself in the bathroom.
However, this much appreciated period of silence has ended
and the brat is back, cackling
constantly and getting on everyone's nerves.
Why. am I so harsh on an
organization which hai become a
legend in it's own mind? As
Vice-President of the S.A. I have
observed the N.U.S. operations
and have reached a number of
conclusions.
N.U.S. as a concept, it great,
it's ideology is excellent, it's
final goal superb. To represent
the students of this nation as
a united force for the good of
us all is to say the least a grand
idea. But the reality of N.U.S.
is a different story.
An organization consists not
of ideas, but of people and that
includes N.U.S.
The people who operate
N.U.S. have in my opinion, displayed a total lack of realism
and professionalism in any dealings they've had with any level
of government.
An example of this would
be the famous boycott of Dare
Cookies. The boycott was
called for because the people
who make these cookies have a
tie in with an apartheid organization in South Africa.
What the hell has that got
do with the students who pay
one dollar a year to have their
student concerns represented on
a national level. As far as I
can see this is the tact N.U.S.
takes. A political position paper
and no action.
At a recent student aid meeting a N.U.S. statement was challenged. As it turned out N.U.S.
had no statistical data to back
up it's statement and had indeed, made up the statements.
When they deal this way on a
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by KATHY MICHALCHUK .

Violence: Women Are Fair Game
vator.
One last myth concerns
abused women. It is believed
that only natives and very low
class people are abused. Studies
by the RCC show approximately
15 per cent of abused women
are in the low income group.
Every woman knows she
faces the daily risk of being a
victim of some kind of violence: street hassles, sexual
harrassment on the job, batte- ring and rape. She is also aware
that this risk is itself an intolerable assault on her freedom.
•More and more a woman's decisions about whether, when and
where she goes out involve an
unwilling calculation: Is her social life really worth the walk
down the street with her heart
thumping in her throat?
By anatomy, women have
become the prey or the target
and the male, the natural predator. Men have undertaken the
task of disciplining women. And
no matter how aware the woman
is of the risk she faces, her first
reaction is most always "It
,
can't happen to me".
The first beating is a very
traumatic experience for the
victim, said Toni Nelson, an Osborne House representative at
the panel discussion.

youft'e SQUARE p YOU DON'T FJT
More people must listen to
ryone of us makes in our lifeMr. Matlovich and other civil
time to find out what we are and
rights activists who point out.
who we are and to live with that
that a better understanding of
realization and be happy with it.
human differences will be arriWe must strive to be more inved at through education.
formed about the feelings, wants
and needs of our fellow human
beings need to love and be loved
Let us not be responsible
regardless of the gender of the
for the death of a man or woloved one. Life is difficult for
man, who because of societal
each and everyone of us without
pressures, holds a gun to his or
having to battle prejudice, discriher head to escape identification
mination, and denial of basic
as a homosexual.
human rights based entirely on
one's sexual preferences.
UNLESS

provincial level how are they
going to represent the students
nationally? Could this be part
of the reason they have trouble
achieving recognition from the
various governmental sources?
Also, I must question the
N.U.S. logic at times. For years
they have screamed "gimme" to
governmental sources concerning
student aid, government cutbacks on education etc. This has
enhanced the public's view of
students being leeches on society.
This approach has been used
since N.U.S. began. The results
are yours to observe. I can't
find any.
Why can't N.U.S. sit down
and spend some of its money on
working out economically feasible plans to present to the Fede-

ral government;
plans that
would be an alternative to what
is now being implemented by
our governments. I realize that
this doesn't draw as much publicity as leftist policy papers that
ask for handouts. It also doesn't
let you hide behind a shield of
political ideology.
To try and develop plans to
help students with the government is a radical idea. It requires a degree of intelligence to
organize, guts to try and determination to implement this sort
of action.
Could this be the reason
N.U.S. shies away? I hope not,
for the sake of it's members.
Now, all we ask of N.U.S. is;
don't call us, we'll call you.
Harold Kroeker
Vice-President

A.B.E. AT LARGE
As I sit and write these few lines for the Projector, I'm full
of anticipation for our social on December 10, 1977. For those
of you who were at our Halloween Social,our Christmas Social
is going to be even bigger and better.
The hall we have booked is brand new and seats 350 people
easily. The hall is located at 517 Melrose Avenue East in Transcona. The music man from the last social will be returning with
an even greater light show. The Aurora Borealis is nothing compared to this man's lights and this is less than half of what he has
coming up for December .10th. So A.B.E. students, get up off
your slack asses, come out and bump and boogie with the boss
sauce.
November 21st A.B.E. will start showing movies in the Black
Lecture Theatre, from 12:00.until 2:00p.m. We're not sure yet
which ones will be playing but admission will be only 50 cts. and
the proceeds will be going to a worthy cause that A.B.E. student
council deems fit to receive.
As some of you may remember last year we donated over
$1,000.00 to Oxfam of Canada, $75.00 to Women's Crisis
Centre, $75.00 to a children's Day Care Centre and $200.00 to a
student to continue her education at Red River. By and large it
was a great year for A.B.E., so lets make it even bigger this year
and next.
My pen is begging for a break so I'll go now. Before I do 1
would} like to thank personally some of the fine people who work
so hard at making Red River a fine College to attend. Lyn Johnston and staff for the great pubs and socials they've been putting
on, Mal Rawlings and the folks of the Projector. They've been
doing some fine work despite pressures being applied to them.
Last but not least the Tae Kwon Do Club of Red River.
Their hard work and practise paid off the weekend of November
12th when they walked away with most of the trophies including best team at a competition held in Portage La Prairie.
Thanks to everyone for reading my rantings and ravings.
Sean Stacey
A.B.E.

It all started with a women's
group in British Columbia and
its suggestion to the National

.

AsociatnfRpeCr tres (NARCC): Women need a
day of protest to protest the
high incidence of rape in our society. But rape is only one kind
o f violence—physical violence.
Every woman is also subjected
to different kinds - of harrassment and verbal violence.
Crimes of violence against
women are Canada's fastest growing crimes.
As a result of this suggestion
Nov. 5 has been declared by women across Canada as a day to
protest and organize against violence.
In Winnipeg, this day was
marked by a series of events
which featured a panel discussion of the University of Winnipeg.

Dispelling The Myths
The most prevalent myth of
physical violence is the confusion of rape with sex. The "sexual nature" of the crime of
rape leads police to ask the
victim "Well, did you like it?"
or "What did you do to cause
this upon yourself? You must
be just a little bit responsible."
If our newspaper headlines
could reflect societal attitudes a
bit more than they are legally
allowed to, said Dawn Bramadat,
a volunteer at Winnipeg's Rape
Crisis Centre, they might say
something like "Scantily Clad
Seductive Young Woman, Hitchhiker, Seduces Poor Young Suseptible Man".
Rape is not sex, she said. It
is not an act motivated by sexual
desire. Rape is an act of violence and aggression or domination and humiliation. Sex is
merely the means of assault.
Rapists are not just incredi-

bly virile men with this great sex
drive, said Ms. Bramadat. The
idea that - men cannot control
their sexual desires is erroneous.
Most rapes are premeditated and
occur between acquaintances.
Rape Crisis Centre (RCC) Statistics show 65 to 80 per cent of all
rapes occur between people who
know each other.
"Of course in court, if the
victim wants to get some kind of
conviction on her attacker, it's
much better if he's a stranger. If
you know.your attacker, there's
always that chance that you
really wanted it."
The myth that rape is sex
is the cause of many other
myths, Ms. Bramadat said. One
of these is that most rapes occur
at night when the woman is walking in a dark alley and a 200pound complete stranger jumps
on her and rapes her. RCC studies indicate approximately 50
per cent of all rapes occur in a
home and the rapist is almost always known to the victim.
The myth is also that only
young, pretty women or "bad"
women get raped. Realistically,
rape can happen to any woman
regardless of her age, physical
appearance, character, lifestyle,
ethnic origin or place of residence.
"If you look at rape as not
being sex, you can see that this
myth is not true," said Ms.
Bramadat. • "How sexy is a sixmonth-old infant?"
There is the myth that rapists are ugly and cannot have an
adequate relationship with anybody. Ms. Bramadat said this
is what most high school students believe. Again this is untrue as is the myth that rapists
are sick. In most cases, rape is
not a product of mental illness.;
a rapist could look and act like
the "normal" man across the
hall or the stranger in the ele-

"How Did It Ever Happen?"
Osborne House is a shelter
for abused and battered women
with children, she said. But before coming there, women try
many things-thinking it is not
going to happen again.
After the first beating, women stay at home thinking it
will not happen again. The second time she runs home to
mother.
. Now mother may be very
sympathetic but she can't look
after the woman and her children, no matter how many there
are, said Ms. Nelson.
The third time the woman

goes home to ,mother, she may
not be wanted so the wife goes
to the neighbor. It becomes a
vicious circle.
If the wife is successful at
finding refuge, for herself and
her children, away from the
home, the typical first reaction
of the wife-beater is self-pity,
said Ms. Nelson. Even when he
understands why she left and
realizes what he did to her, he ignores the violence. He decides
instead he was not manly
enough to keep his wife and
complains he is miserable wi-,
thout her.
Other men feel no guilt.
The wife-beater believes he has
the perfect right to do whatever
he wants to his wife because she
is subordinate and must satisfy
his demands.
A recurring factor in many
cases of wife-beating is alcohol,
Ms. Nelson said. Approximately 75 percent of beatings are
donewhp
A enosaslicbohol isinvolved. is
possible explanation
that the cause and effect are in
reverse of what is commonly
supposed, she explained. Instead of beating the wife because
he is drunk, the man may drink
to be able to beat her. H; then
has the excuse: "Well, I beat
her. I was drunk so I don't remember. I really didn't do it."
What happens in cases
where the man beats his wife in
public and there are witnesses
nearby who can help the woman? No one offers assistance.
Asking these bystanders why,
Ms. Nelson has been told: "I
thought it was the woman's
The incidence of violence among native people is also alarming largely because the Indian
has lost his role, that is, his consciousness and sacredness of life,
husband so I didn't want to do
anything. The fact that it could
have been e anybody does not
matter. You are the woman so
the man could definitely beat
you because you must have been
his wife.

explained Millie Stonechild, director of the Native Alcoholism
Council, speaking on the traditional lifestyle and family living
of natives.
The Indian's old way of relating to each other was very
much on a spiritual basis. He
was taught to look at the human
being as being composed of
body, mind and spirit and that
everyone is equal. This was the
way of the Indian people.
In today's society the Indian people are suffering the effects of a loss of that kind of value system, where we looked at
each other as total beings. Ms.
Stonechild thinks society is now
seeing the results of the loss of
teachings by these people to
their children.
Indian people are now trying to be parents when they
were not raised in families for
three or four generations, said
Ms. Stonechild. Children were
taken away from the age six to
sixteen.
"So when we look at native people, let's look with a little more understanding of what
has happened to them," she
said. "When people are taught
for that long that their way is
not good and it's not valid, then
it is no wonder there is so much
violence."

A Lousy Script
"I was raised by grandparents and great-grand-parents,
110 and 112 when they died.
"I knew those old people and
they gave me a beautiful feeling
about myself. Then I go into an
education system for 12 years
which tells me I'm not acceptable, I am lousy and I carry this
on into a marriage expecting
this beautiful man I'm in love
with to make it all better."
"But my marriage didn't
make things better and I walked
around with a lousy script after
having a beautiful one with my
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cular, has come under close scrutiny.
Imperatives of U.S. and western policies in South Africa are
based on economic and strategic
interests as they are presently
perceived.
The common western attitude is to maintain stability so
the corporations can get their
minerals out of the ground for
their investments and trade.
But these attitudes translate
into support for white rule and
continued relentless oppression
of Blacks who want their share
of these astronomical corporate
profits.
In an effort to maintain
white rule yet avoid accusations
of joining the white conspiracy,
the U.S. government has been
pressuring U.S. corporations to
pour money into either the Unity Party or the ProgressiveReformists, hoping they can
form the Government.

ONE MAN, ONE VOTE
by MAL RAWLINGS
Things have gone too far.
Even if the Vorster regime
in South Africa were to give
blacks better wages and Working
conditions it would not be
enough.
If there was a desegregation
of buses and restaurants or even
pedestrian walkways, it would
not be enough.
"We are not interested in
petty concessions any more,
says Dennis September, Secretary of the African National
Congress Winnipeg Branch.
"We are not interested in
sitting next to a whiteman in a
concert;' he adds.
"We want the vote."
Because once the 18 million, black and colored majority has the vote, inequalities
in South Africa's rascist policies
will be spontaneously corrected.
THE BLACK VOTE

The problem lies in how to
wrestle the vote from a government that continues to make
laws more oppressive every time
there is mere mention of any
retraction of apartheid policies.
The African National Congress (ANC) has been trying
since 1912 when it was formed
by black leaders to bring about a
national unity of the oppressed
peoples of South Africa.
The other objective of the
ANC was to obtain, through
constitutional process, the abolition of the act forming the socalled Union of South Africa.
This effectively excluded all
Blacks from participation in running the country's affairs.
Britain legally held a veto to
prevent discriminatory laws
against the Blacks, but the veto
has never been exercised. Blacks
see the act of union as a betrayal
by Britain.
But the act of union was
only the beginning of rascist policies to be implemented in the
following 67 years.
The notorious Native Land
Act was passed by the white parliament in 1913. This act deprives Blacks their natural birthright to own land in 90% of the
country.
While thousands of Blacks
were being evicted from the
newly acquired white farms, the
ANC went into action for the
first time.

boring in the fields,to own land
The action was 'non-violent
in any part of the country, and
and orderly. Deputations went
to be eligible for government
to Britain, delegates sought audiences with the English Gover- \ assistance with implements,
seed, tractors and agricultural
nor-General and the Prime Minisprojects.
ter. All were rebuffed.
They want the right to
In the fifty years that follotrials, and to be free of threats
wed, Blacks adhered to their policies of change through constitutional means with unending
futility.
Demonstrations and strikes
organized by the ANC were brutally crushed leaving thousands
killed or wounded and the leaders jailed.
Oppression escalated as the
white minority elected the National Party in 1948, running
on an anti-Black platform.
A Defiance Campaign was
launched in '52 by the ANC after four years of boycotts, noncollaboration 7 work stoppages
and civil disobedience. Passive
resistance was the main tactic
used against racist laws.
The focus of the campaign
was "Europeans Only" areas
where blacks violated the laws in
of imprisonment, deportation,
order to be arrested. In four
restrictions, or arbitrary conmonths, more than 8,500 Blacks
demnation by Government ofwere jailed with untold numbers
ficials.
killed and injured.
It goes onto equal human
Many South African whites
human rights; the right to form
endorsed the Defiance Campaign
trade unions and negotiate wage
and world attention was focused
agreements equal pay for equal
on the country climaxing in a
work for all races; equal educaUnited Nations commission of
tion for all children; and the list
inquiry into Apartheid.
goes on.
But there were no concesWherever whites have been
sions from the whites. The outable to discriminate on the barageous laws remained and were
sis of race in South Africa, they
intensified.
have done so. The Freedom
Consequently, the ANC,
Charter is a mature declaration
under the banner of the Conthat embodies principals of freegress Alliance, laid down a Freedom and logic allowing for a
dom Charter in 1955, with help
peaceful coexistence of all races
from all population groups inin South Africa.
cluding whites.
,

THE FREEDOM CHARTER

The most striking aspect of
the Freedom Charter is its emphasis on basic democratic principals founded upon equal rights
for all people regardless of race,
creed, or sex.
The charter calls for a
peaceful change and settlement
of ,disputes by negotiations - not
violence.
Concepts that we Canadians
take for granted everyday, are
dealt with in the charter.
Black farmers want to receive the rewards from their la-

THE PASS LAWS

Violent retaliation by the
White government to peaceful
demonstrations, strikes and protest marches by Blacks continued.
In the immediate years following the adoption of the Freedom Charter, the ANC concentrated on protesting the Pass
Laws.
Life for the Blacks is totally controlled by these obnoxious
laws which require every Blackman and woman over the age of
16Who's not in school,to carry a

pass.
The passes contain the
name, the tribal group, areas
where the holder is allowed to
live and what sort of work is
permitted. This allows the white
government to enforce a system .
of migratory labor.

still chiefly supplied by socialist and communist governments
while western countries provide
funds and other aid throiioh
non-government sources.
The Internal Wing operating
clandestinely inside South Africa
under the name "Umkhonto We
Sizwe " (Spear of the Nation)
launched a sabotage campaign
that same year.
Indeed the struggle had become violent, but specific instructions were given to destroy
property not lives.
While many government
buildings, communication lines
and pylons were demolished it is
to the credit of these subversives
that only one white life was lost
and that was perpetrated by a
white South African.

However, a government
formed by the Unity Party or
the Progressive-Reformists does
not instill hope in the Blacks.
"We are not interested inReformists or Liberals because
we are not interested in reform
any more," says Dennis September, who has been in exile from
South Africa since 1961.
"There is no way we are
going to accept their crumbs as
we have in the past."
"We want complete equal
rights and opportunities for all
Blacks and whites in South Africa according to the principals
laid down in the Freedom Charter."
Unfortunately, September
feels the whites will never grant
equal rights to Blacks in South
Africa for one simple reason the whites do not believe the
blacks are as human as they are.
For Dennis September, and
the 18 million Blacks in South
Africa, the ossibilities of a

1

Liberation Fronts Attack
Canadian Complicity

ARMED STRUGGLE FOR
FREEDOM

Blacks caught without their
passes are arrested on the spot
resulting in upwards of 500,000
prosecutions a year. Out of 18
million Blacks it accounts for
the fact that South Africa has
the largest criminal population
in the world.
The protests against the Pass
Laws culminated with peaceful
demonstrations organized by the
Pan African Congress in Langa
and Sharpville on March 21,
1960. Demonstrators were fired
upon by police ending in more
than 80 people killed and over
200 severely wounded.
The white government declaied a state of emergency followed by mass arrests and detainments.
The African National Congress and the Pan African Congress were both banned and it
was declared illegal to be members.
VIOLENCE BEGETS
VIOLENCE

Continuing violent repression in the South Africa during
1961 produced a dramatic
change in ANC policy.
Careful examination of the
situation showed that boycotts,
demonstrations, mass meetings,
defiance, deputations, civil disobedience or petitions had all
been answered with swift malicious reprisals from the white
government.
It became obvious that the
ANC had no other recourse but
to embark on a policy of violence to counteract the violent
actions, of the Solith African
Government.
In addition, the ANC began
to wage the struggle on two
fronts by setting up External
and Internal Wings.
The External Wing involved
leaders and members leaving the
country to mobilize support on
all fronts, seek military aid, and
find sympathetic countries
where military training could be
obtained.
Military aid and training is

A spontaneous youth uprising in Sol.veto in 1976, kindled
nation-wide attacks on the symbols of white rule and reminded
the world that armed struggle is
the only route left for Blacks to
obtain a voice in their countries
affairs.
Further challenges to white
authority in South Africa this
year resulted in the banning of,
Black consciousness movements
in South Africa in mid-October.
But reprisals by the Vorster
regime have not quelled the
Black consciousness movement.
Instead the voices grow louder
demanding an end to unilateral
white decisions-making processes.
In desparation, the South
African government has labelled
Black consciousness as a communist threat in an effort to distract western support.
However such arguments
don't hold water. The movement is quite simply a struggle
by Black people to rid themselves of an inferiority complex
which has been, perpetrated by
decades of political domination,
economic discrimination, and
social depredation.
Many people are contributing to the anti-apartheid movement in South Africa - christians
and non-christians, communists
and non-communists.
Whether communists governments are supporting Black
movements is irrelevant, the importance lies in their continued
support along with other freedom fighters •round the globe.
The ANC has called for supporters to ignore the divisive tactics of "red-baiting and anticommunist hysteria" employed
by organizations hostile to the
liberation movement.
As Laurence Bandar. former
editor-in-chief of the white newspaper, the Rand Daily Mail of
Johannesburg, so aptly put it:
"No one in his right mind upholds white minority rule."
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by JOHN BOWMAN

These efforts have proven
to be in vain. Vorster has seen
through the plan and called an
election for November 30.
For the first time in 30
years the National Party has
called an election before their
5 year mandate is up-18 months
before.
Consequently, Vorster will
be assured another term to try
to solidify the National party's
grip on power in South Africa.

peacefull changeover to black
majority rule becomes more remote.
It is evident that black majority rule will be bitterly resisted by force of arms by the
bulk of whites who are strong
enough to cause a frightful holocaust.
"The only thing we are interested in now is an armed
struggle to seize power in that
country," says September.
"And that's what we are
going to do."

"If you invest in South
Africa, you are an enemy of the
struggle. You either help the
South African people by pulling
out (your investments), or you
help the regime."
With those words, Jim
Moyo of the Patriotic Front of
Zimbabwe (Rhodesia) gave his
views on universities who own
shares in companies that invest
in South Africa and Zimbabwe.
Moyo was one of a number of
representatives of South African
liberation groups in Winnipeg recently to attend a conference of
Canadians Concerned About
South Africa.
According to conference organizers, nineteen organizations
from; six provinces attended the
conference. Delegates reached
unanimous agreement on four
main points: The group agreed
to expose and attack Canadian

You from the classroom
bare
Under the light Elect.
You that watch the
Performer form, with
Eyes of empty pools
Watching the wonder fill :

The African National Congress, (ANC), an organization
that has been declared illegal by
the South African government,
also had a representative at the
conference. Don Moolje of the
ANC said corporations invest in
South Africa because of the
"tremendous profits that they
reap." Moolje estimated that
black workers in that country
earn about one tenth of whites
doing similar labour here.

Moolje said his group had
approached many governments
for support in its underground
activities but added that this material and financial support came
"mainly from socialist countries." He said the aid that did
come from the West was from
various support groups rather
than governments.
Jim Moyo said the conference was "very encouraging".
He said that as a result of the
conference, the delegates "know
what solidarity means.", and
that such solidarity was needed
to win the struggle.
Moyo said he hoped the
United Nations sanctions against
Rhodesia and South Africa
would be acted upon. When
questioned on the lack of enforcement of previous UN resolutions, Moyo replied, "The
UN is the only thing we have
short of our own means of armed struggle."

POOR ED

LIGHT ELECT
0 students young,

complicity in South Africa, to
demand freedom for all political prisoners in that country,
and to oppose any attempt by
the Canadian government to
send peace-keeping troops to
Zimbabwe. Delegates also decided to increase material assistance to liberation groups and
push for an economic embargo
of South Africa, making it illegal for Canadian companies to
invest there.

Poor Ed is dead ,
Call your class companions :
Launch into the worlds to
teach,

The Golden Boy lights his head :

An inert air was creeping round the throne.

Rossmere thought that he was doing well And crowd your world,
Before it dies beyond this
plane,

He insured all their needs
But couldn't lessen greed ;

Go after it, follow, follow;
Follow the light Elect.

The price of social limelight was to tell .

Now Ed lies in state;
His riding pulls his weight
- His cabinet's made of laminated wood.
The slips from sympathizers

I AM is the performer
ROBERT S. HAYES

The poor had their king ,

I AM is dying.
I AM the performer

In Ed they did their thing ,

Who is the light Elect.

And slowly rose from serfs to social norms.

•

WESTERN POLICIES

Were Love's labour exercises;
And respects were paid from flooded neighborhoods.
(Dam their heritage Ed and you give them power).

But eight years is a long time:
The ANC has been very
skeptical of western support and
Jimmy Carter's "new awareness" of South Africa, in parti-

0 students young
Down to your feet.

•

In Utopia without a crime;

ROBERT S. HAYES

LA;
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Entartainmant

Toronto's Garfield Draws Mixed Reaction
personal welfare.
There is the Viet Vet
psychopath (Richard Geere)
who grooves on violent foreplay
followed by smooth deliberate
love-making, and the out-oftown businessman who gets his
kicks from watching closed-circuit stag movies while performing his act.
A man could conceivably
feel insulted after watching such
a parade of hustlers if not for
the counter balancing of a spunout sister (Tuesday Weld) who
sets out for an abortion in the
Barbados and ends up married
in Chicago or the tyrannical
lush of a father, so obsessed with
perfection and devine destiny
for his daughter he can't see the
stark realities of the swinging
seventies.

MAL RAWLINGS

Sex and the Single Girl
Many couples, still dreaming
about the glorious institution of
marriage or the freedom of being
single, will be having second
thoughts after seeing waiting for
Mr. Goodbar.
In fact, its down right depressing to watch young America toke, snort, drink, and pillpop its way through life so buzzed-out that societal schizophre-

nia goes unnoticed and incognito.
Theresa Dunn (Diane Keaton), a teacher of deaf kids by
day and a sleazy singlei barhopper by night, screws her way
to her own demise with a varied
assortment of lovers while shutting out the only element of
decent America - an ex-seminarian (William Atherton).

Right from the beginning,
Ms. Dunn's search for the ultimate orgasm leads her to an English- professor who "just can't
stand a woman's company right
eafter I've fucked her."
This encounter, which ends
with the college term, sets the
trend for a string of neurotic
lovers bent on self-satisfaction
and unconcerned with Keaton's

Such a blatant statement on
the hypocrisys of our liberated
times and the decadence it
breeds is reinforced further by
the loveable, huggable epitomy
of wide-eyed American innocence, Diane Keaton.
A lot of questions will be
raised in people's minds but they
mustn't make the mistake of injecting themselves into these singles scenarios unless they are
convinced of Man's eternal damnation. Atter all this is America,
mankind's spoiled brat steeped
in its own lust for the good life,
but men the world over should
be aware that continued exploitation of liberated women can
only lead to one thing-a widening of the rift between the
sexes.

A one-hour delay caused by
an anticipated hydro blackout
marred an otherwise original and
innovative performance by
Toronto "rock mini-orchestra"
Garfield.
Playing to a gradually thinning capacity audience at the
last Friday Fest pub, Garfield
charmed some, bored some with
their highly unusual style.
Playing their own material
only, they have risen in five
years from obscurity to become
one of the most popular Canadian bands in Eastern Canada.

They upstaged 10CC in Ottawa,
and their first album, Strange
Streets, sold exceptionally well.
But their live performance
Friday lacked the precision and
balance their albums prove they
are capable of. At times, the
guitar work overpowered Garfield French's lead vocals, and
the chimes which add considerably to their recorded music were
often barely audible.
' People who had come to see
a rock group and shake up the
dance floor were disappointed.
Garfield is a "non-rock-and-

roll" band, sometimes mellow
and sometimes intense, which
defies any easy category. But
those who stuck around until
the end were loud enough to demand an encore.
The concert also served as
an introduction to their second
album, Out There Tonight,
which has just been released.
Again, the album is more balanced and precise than the show
Friday.
The highlight of the performance, a track off Strange

Such is the case at least with
OUTRAGEOUS, an award winning Canadian film now showing
at the Park theatre. OUTRAGEOUS is the unlikely story of
a schizophrenic girl (played by
Hollis McLaren) who escapes
from a psychiatric ward and runs
to her only friend in the world, a
closet homosexual-come-transvestite (played by Craig Russell).

‘.

Robin i Craig Russell) on stage as Carol Channing
tiftWittitgalthlitthtatatitMthteh,

SHAKLEE LTD.
ORGANIC PRODUCTS
Non - allergic Cosmetics.
Organic Food Supplements and Vitamins
Non-polluting Household Cleaners.
Call Dorothy Sharp. 489 -9456

J.1111.1900.11144101MDM

The two set up shop together in his apartment and in
their mutual kinkiness, try to
iron out each others difficulties.
This strictly platonic relationship spurs some excellent dialogue and a myriad of bizarre .
RRCC favorites The Great Imposters) who wander in and out
of the plot providing needed comic relief.
The story reaches its climax
as our hero and heroine (or
should that read heroine and
heroine) go through a personal
crisis and on to enlightenment.
Sound a little far-fetched to
you? Perhaps it is, but OUTRAEOUS is based on the true story
of Craig Russell, who in -real
life is a transvestite and awardwinning writer Margaret Gibson.
This film is based on a short
story called "Malcing it" written
by Ms. Gibson. "Making it" is
an account of her real-life relationship with Craig Russell.
Russell is supurb in his part
and is most certainly a promising
talent. Hollis Mclaren, a virtual
unknown, is convincing in her
craziness and I am sure we will
see more of her as the fledgling
Canadian film industry
blossoms.
OUTRAGEOUS is one of a
new wave of excellent Canadian
films. Althouth there is an obvious lack of the expensive tinsel
seen in large studio productions,
OUTRAGEOUS is as good as
WHY SHOOT THE TEACHER
and is another feather in the
collective Canadian film industry's cap.
OUTRAGEOUS is not without it's faults. Some sequences do drag a little (no pun intended) and the editing lacks
hollywood professionalism, but
nitpicking aside it is definitely
a worthwhile picture.
If you like SMOKEY AND
THE BANDIT you'll hate OUT.- RAGEOUS. For the action picture lover or the gay-hater, your
money is best, spent elsewhere.
But if you like something different in your film diet or enjoy a
taste of the bizarre then don't
miss OUTRAGEOUS. It's the
patriotic way to go to the
movies.

Friday's performance was
simply not one of their best, but
for those who appreciated it, it
was still a superior show.

by Kathy Michalchuk

Red River's 7th Annual Beer & Skits

minorchates(ludg

Garfield - Garfield French
Dennis French, Maris Tora,
Walter Lawrence, Jacques Filion,
Chip Yarwood, and Paul O'Donnel -- has come a long way since
1971. They have developed into talented and innovative performers, the music itself is often
excellent, and the potential for
such a young and self-confident
band is unlimited.

ANOTHER WAY

by ANDY BLICQ
Whatever happened to the
good old days when boys met
gi rls, got married, and moved to
the suburbs to make babies and
buy Buicks (not necessarily in
that order)?
The day of the simple love
story is gone forever and in its
place we have a bountiful supply of variations on the original
theme.

Streets named "Eyes," was the
exception. The light show showed signs of originality and
planning for this song, and the
entire band complemented itself well, with the chimes and
electric flute adding strong
touches to Garfield French's
eerie vocals.
But the hypnotic effect
built up in "Eyes" was missing in the rest of the show. At
times they seemed to ramble on,
particularly in the opening to
"Old Time Movies," which dragged on for several minutes.

Produced some hilarious, ridiculous and definitely out rageous acts for all the sodden students
in dire need of uplifting recently. The seven acts tripped, stripped, guff awed and blundered their
way through a Kaleidoscope of wacky tales and any sony and dance toutines while every body got
absolutely pissy-eyed, falling-down drunk. A good-time was had by all - if they could only remember. Eh, Sean?

Bright Horizons Woodworks
creatively crafted toys

***********

Show & Sale

NOVEMBER 26
10 a.m.

-

956-2354
371 LOGAN AVE.

4 p.m.

BILL'S DRIVE-INN
1829 King Edward & Logan
Take-out orders

5 Min,from RRCC

Bill's Burger Family
Soft Ice Cream
Beverages

We try very hard
because we Want you
to come back

Ph. 633-7207
1551 Brookside Blvd.

ROYAL MOTORS
WINNIPEG LTD.
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
ONLY 5 MINUTES FROM RRCC
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"Shaping up to live" is currently a much-talked about subject as more people begin exercising and seeking out healthy
food. The key to a well-conditioned body is circulation of the
blood. Developing a vigorous pattern of living can start with
something as simple as the way you get out of bed in the morning.
Most importantly, sleep on a firm mattress. When you
awake, stretch vigorously, squeeze the knees to the chest. Extend
the legs to the ceiling, move your legs in cycling fashion. Now
you're ready to climb out of bed and do a few arm swinging and
body rotation exercises.
Always stand up while you dress or undress. Rather than
putting one foot on a chair, tie shoelaces with -your feet on the
floor bending the knees as you reach down.
A thought for students who often carry briefcases or shoulder bags: Alternately shift the load from side to side.
A tip to help ease muscle tension for those students writing
exams. While sitting, occasionally raise both legs from the
floor and hold them up for a few seconds. Alternately point the
toes and curl them toward you while stretching the legs as far as
possible. Then lower the legs slowly to the floor.
Or try rotating your shoulders backward in a shrugging motion to stretch the chest muscles and discourage "round shoulders" as you unconsciously ponder and scrutinize those exam
questions.

AUTOPAC REPAIRS
CUSTOM BODY WORK
AND PAINTING

ELECTRONICS LTD.
316 - 416 MAIN STREET
Mcintyre Building
Across from Richardson Bldg.

epyA L

Ma-roRS
ROYAL OFFERS YOU MODERN
WORKMANSHIP AND FACILITIES
WITH OLD FASHIONED QUALITY
AND PERSONAL SERVICE_

Ca
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How often have you wondered what a smile means? Researchers who study facial gestures have come up with explanations
for three most common smiles.
When we smile a simple smile, our lips are lightly together,
no teeth show. We are usually by ourselves and not involved with
anyone else. We are happy.
The uppet smile is defined as when only the upper teeth
show. It is often a smile of greeting the "how do you do" smiles—
with some eye contact.
A display of both upper and lower teeth happens in the
broad smile. We are laughing and having fun. Eye-to-eye contact
is usually absent. The broad smile, very characteristic of children
'who even open their mouths wide in this smile is rare in adults.
Beware of the oblong or polite smile. It has no depth to it
although upper and lower teeth show. People use it when they
feel they must be polite: pretending to enjoy an off-color joke or
the open attentions of someone they actually find repulsive.
And who can forget the "lip-in smile" on a bashful girl. The
upper teeth show and the lower lip is drawn in toward the teeth.
It is the word of the experts that this shows the person feels inferior to the person she is greeting or is with.

w ARP

FREE COURTESY CARS AVAILABLE BY APPOINTMENT

CALCULATOR SPECIALISTS
WE REPAIR & SERVICE ALL TYPES & MAKES
& MODELS OF CALCULATORS ,
& CALCULATING MACHINES
We also Buy & Sell Used Machines

247-8031

OR

956-0972
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RRCC to play Northland

Dport

Northland Community. College, from Thief River Falls Minnesota will play two games at
RRCC against both the men's
and women's basketball teams.
The visitors are, of course,

Earl Fells Axe
Well, the Winnipeg Blue
Bombers are looking for a new
head knock this week, but I'm
sure Bud Riley knew the writing
was on the proverbial wall after
he saw his blue 'n gold charges
drop a one point decision in the
semi-final at Vancouver. Earl
Lunsford's axe was poised and
sharpened almost as soon as the
final gun sounded out at the
evergreen playground The executives made the final announcement after a brass meeting, but
the decision was a foregone conclusion.
The Winnipeg Football team
gave Bud Riley four years in
which to produce a big winner,
and Riley's time was up as of
last Saturday. Bud was a shrewd
talent-scout, though, and he personally brought the Bombers
many gifted players who will undoubtedly help them in the future. But Riley's clubs couldn't
win a big one, and that is the
most pressing fact of the issue.
For whatever reason, they
couldn't do it when the chips
were on the table. Some people have hinted that Riley lacked respect from some of his

players, but it was always clear
to me that when the opening
whistle sounded, the Bombers
had come to play football.
Whether Riley's three assistants will be back remains to
be seen, but speculation says as
many as three could be looking
for employment by the time the
new season rolls around.
Possible replacements? The
name of Ron Lancaster keeps
popping up. Lanky, the ageless
one, appears to be a longshot
because he apparantly wants to
give it one more fling. The little
Field General certainly has all
the credentials however, and he
could be the one to cure Ralph
Brock of his "mad bomber"
tactics when situations get tight.
But Ronny is as green as the real
Jolly Green Giant. As one foxy
Cre-Com head—who shall remain
nameless--has always insisted,
"You can take the boy out of
Saskatchewan, but you can't
take Saskatchewan out of the
boy." Bet on Lancaster to play
at least one more year and then
become the head coach of the
Roughriders. Ronny in blue?
Stranger things have happened,
but...

an unknown quantity, but Roy
Pollock is quick to point out
that any American team is

•

UPCOMING SPORTING
EVENTS

NOTICE

HOCKEY —

miliated 11-1 by the East Kildonan - Sabre's, a club they had
beaten in their first league start
not more than two weeks ago.
Prior to last week's loss they
had been soundly whipped by
the St. Boniface Riels 6-0.

Track & Trail '78
The Manitoba Snowmobile
Association (M.S.A.) hosted
their Track and Trail '78 show
on Nov. 15 at the International
Inn and turned out a success.
The show was open to the public with a one dollar admission.
It featured the new 1978 array
of snowmobiles, snowmobile
clothing and Sno-pro sleds. The
top drivers of the '77 M.S.A.
season were on hand.
Track and Trail '78 was a
thoroughly enjoyable evening
for all, as people showed up in
droves. The M.S.A. directors
took time out to explain to the
public the various rule and regulation changes for the upcoming
season.
The one major safety rule
change is that all competitive
drivers must now wear protective chest equipment.
Now it is also within the
rules to run different clutch
specifications and factory tuned
pipes on some sleds.
The directors will also be
keeping a much closer eye on
the competitors. The first,
second and third place sleds will
be required, under the new regulations, to strip their engine
after each race is completed.

The competition appears
much tougher this year as there
are more skilled drivers entering
the circuit on better-quality machines.
The 1977-78 M.S.A. Race
Schedule
Dec. 11/77

Richer

Jan. 8/78

Portage

Jan. 15/78

Beausejour

Jan. 22/78

Morden

Jan. 28-29/78

Portage
(Can-Am)

Feb. 5/78

Killarney

Feb. 18/78

Sprague
(Man. Championships)

Feb. 19/78
Mar. 5/78

Winnipeg
Beach
Erickson

Portage
Mar. 12/78
For snowmobile racing at its
best, don't miss these action packed events.

Nov. 29 at North End

Varsity athletes are asked to get their money in for team jackets as soon as possible. Final dead line for payment is the end
of November. See Jeff Krause or Joe DeCurzio in the North
Gym.

Dec. 4 at Transcona
LADIES BASKETBALL

—Nov.25vs.JrWpg.6:30
Qualified swimming instructors are required immediately to
assist with the operation of the Red River Community College
Physical education learn-to-swim program. Expenses and a
small honorarium will be paid each instructor. Please see Roy
Pollock in the North Gym immediately!

V

at U. of W.

• Nov. 29 vs. Tec Voc 6.30
at Tec Voc
Dec. 2 vs. North Land Colleg
7.30 at RRCC •

ineptitude
This sudden
can be blamed on only one
thing: a lack of ice time for the
team to practice. And that's
not an excuse, just a fact. The
Rebels have not practiced together since the end of October.
And that is, to put it mildly, a
farce.
Before November, the team
had been practicing twice a
week, and the benefits derived
from these workouts were beginning to show in game situations.
Since then., however, the team
has understandably lost its edge.
The conditioning of the squad
has deteriorated, and the goalkeepers have lost their sharpness
due to inactivity.
Schillinger feels the absence
of practices has weakened the
basic fundamentals of the team
and the systems it employs.
And who can argue with him?
In the loss to East Kildonan
Schillingei blamed four goals on
inactivity. The glaring absences
of Colin Atkinson and Matt
Mann didn't help the situation at
E.K. any either. But the ice is
the real problem.
It is utterly senseless to operate a hockey team at this college if there is no place for them
to practice. And the Rebels
play an important part in the
make-up of the school. No
doubt about it. There are optimistic hopes of a swimming
pool-skating rink complex to
commemorate RRCC's tenth
anniversary. Let's all get behind it, because the Rebel's
hockey team deserves better
than its getting right now.

bound tote tough. It will be
Northland's first test of the season, while our teams will have
been involved —in a few games
beforehand.
The games will be held December 2 and 3. The women's
games will start at 6:00 with
the men's games to follow.

RRCC team of. Kevin Kwan, Elton Noga and George Fulford
won recent Tae Kwon-Do meet

RRCC wins Tao kwon-Do

Dec. 3 at Warroad

itifitegAttiktifilitifk

No Ice For Rebels
How is a hockey team supposed to win without ice?
That's the question RRCC Rebels coach John Schillinger is asking himself these days. In their
last outing the Rebels were hu-

PROJECTOR

Members of the Tae KwonDo Club recently attended the
Manitoba Open Martial Arts
Championship in Portage La
Prairie. Ten members competed
individually in pattern and free
sparring competitions. As well,
a three-member team entered a
Team-sparring competition, the
first team championship held in
Manitoba.
The team, made up of Kevin
Kwan (team captain) Elton

Noga, and George Fulford, won
first place, among eight entries.
Other entries came from the
Shaolin Kempo School (Winnipeg), Hapkido School (CFB
Portage), as well as Park Jung
Tae's Tae Kwon-Do Clubs at
University of Manitoba, Pine
Falls, Portage la Prairie, and
two teams from the main
school at Portage Avenue and
Kennedy St.
In individual events Kevin

Dec. 3 vs. North Land Colleg
12.30 p.m. at RRCC

St. Vital Stymies
Basketball Rebels
The RRCC Rebel's basketball teams will play against many
fine individuals in the coming
season, but St. Vital's Roger
Peterson will rate high on the
list for excellence.
Peters did almost everything on Wednesday night in leading St. Vital to a 76-57 victory
over the Rebels here at RRCC.
The man was outstanding at
both ends of the court, grabbing
offensive and defensive rebounds, blocking shots and hitting jumpers with unerring accuracy. Peters finished the game as
high scorer with 22 points, but
it was his defensive excellence
that made him stand out so.
Whenever the Rebels appeared
to be gaining momentum Peters
Kwan (Electronics Technology)
won first place in Black Belt
sparring and patterns. Angela
(Stenography) won first place in
the women's competition. Elton
Noga (Business Administration
took second place in Green Belt
finals.
The Club's next Tournament will be in Vancouver on
April 1, 1977. If the Club raises enough money, the College
will be represented in this international competition.
Thirty. Club members train
regularly in the South3ym (Mondays and Wednesdays), and anyone interested may watch. The
club plans to hold a demonstration on campus in the near future.

VOLLEYBALL

—Every Monday at R C
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came up with a big rebound or
blocked shot.
The Rebels broke out to an
early lead, but it didn't last long.
Al the half they trailed 38-24,
and while they were able_ to
fight to within eight points on
several occasions during the
second half they had just gotten . themselves into too big a
hole to get out of.
The Rebels big problem is
their lack of size. Tinie after
time the big men on St. Vital
came up with the ball. To put it
simply, the Rebels lost the game
on the boards.
At this point in time the Rebels offence is geared around
active guard Len Chambers and
forward Joe DeCurzio. They

seemed to generate any spark
the team mustered.
St. Vital has another key besides Peters. Guard Craig Hornsby is the quarter back of the
team and directs the traffic. Len
Chambers does exactly the same
thing for the Rebels.
The Rebels have a talented,
scrappy team that will win its
share of games this year, but
don't look for any titles unless
they uncover a big man capable
of crashing the boards at both
ends of the court. Come out
and see this year's Rebels basketball team. With its fastbreak offence the fans will see
an exciting game every time out.

Phys-Ed Classes
Department Head Roy Pollock informs us that the proposed physical education timetable is being drawn up now.
This is due to the fact that the
Phys Ed. Dept. operates on the
same time periods as the Applied
Arts Trimester
Pollock would appreciate it
if interested students would prefer a particular activity in a certain time slot. The timetable is
posted in the North Gym. Classes offered include Tennis, gymnastics, archery, badminton, advanced badminton and trampo-

line. Check the schedule, and
if you want any time slots changed notify Roy Pollock immediately.
Also, take- note that RRCC
will attempt to run a learn-toswim program during the Winter term. It will be held at
Sherbrook Pool on Mondays,
from 8-9 p.m. starting December 12. All levels of instruction will be provided. If you
are interested register at the
North Gym equipment counter
right away!
•

"WE HAVE THE FINEST BRAND NAMES
AVAILABLE IN SKI EQUIPMENT'
CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES."

Ski Lines:
Clothing
Lines:

ROSSIGNOL
HEAD
KNEISSL
ATOMIC

MAE WEST
WHITE STAG
PEDIGREE
SCHNEIDER HOSEN
NEOPRENE GOPHER

Steve Black
Herb Campbell
Kathy Michalchuk

Contributors

SPORT 'N SKI
CENTRE
300 St Anne's Road
Winnipeg 257-7552

ROSSIGNOL APACHE SKIS
TYROLIA BINDINGS
TECHNICA BOOTS
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Andy Blicq
Valerie Domenco
Kathe Switzer
Robert S. Hayes
Barry Horeczy

C SPECIAL
JOGGER SKIS
TRIM BINDINGS
POWER BOOTS

75°O

Virginia Steeds
Catherine Hamilton
Kathy Michalchuk
The projector is published every second week during the
school year by RRCC Student's Association
It is printed by Link Communications. Circulation is 3,500.
Advertising and contributor deadline for the December 6 issue is
December 1. All submissions must be typed and tripled spaced.
Only signed correspondence will be published at editorial discretion. The international standard serial number is 0380-6863.

Bindings:

WE OFFER A 10% DISCOUNT TO ALL
RED RIVER STUDENTS ON SKI EQUIP.

Boots:

COME IN TO SEE AND HEAR THE AMAZING.

LOOK
SALOWION
TYROLIA
HANSON
KOFLACH
TECHNICA
TRAPPEUR
SALES REPS: JIM REIMER
DOUG REIMER
TED VAR DALOS

ASTRAL TUNE
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